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In the Claims: 

A complete listing of claims 1-36 with status identifier follows. 

Claim 1 (Currently Amended); A compound of the formula: 

HN CI 

and salts or solvates thereof. 

Claim 2 (Original): A pharmaceutical formulation, comprising: the compound of claim 

1 or a pharmaccutically acceptable salt or solvate thereof together with one or more 

pharmaceutically acceptable carriers, diluents, or excipients. 

Claim 3 (Currently Amended): A method of treating a susceptible cancer in a 

human or animal subject mammal, comprising administering to said subject an effective 

amount of a compound as claimed in claim 1. wherein said cancer Is breasit cancer, gastric 

cancer or head and neck cancer. 
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Claim 4 (Currently Amended): A method as claimed In claim 3. wherein the 

susceptible cancer is o susceptible breast cancer. 

Claims 5-6 (Cancelled) 1^ 

Claim^(Currently Amended): A method as claimed in claim 3. wherein the 

susceptible cancer Is a susceptible stomoefr gastric cancer. 

fit 

[claim^ (Cancelled) 

aain^Currcntly Amended): A method as claimed in claim 3. wherein the 

susceptible cancer is o susceptible head and neck cancer. 

1 

•^rintm in friirwni'iyAmpnripri)' ■ A method as claljped--4n--dalm.^.ir^hcrc[rr Ulc 

susceptible cancer Is o susceptible conccp characterlzedJiy-exiSresslon or over-expression 

of EGFR. 

Claim 11 (Currently Anjfiwf^Sj: A method as claimed in claim 3, wherein the 

si\s^tW^j^=»^f^*^-^ rjiiipf.ptihlo>-eaHeef diaia€terizecH>Y-expres^    or ovcr-cxprct^ion 

□aim 12 (Currently Amended): "A-^-oiSthod as claimed in claim 3. wherein the 

susceptible cancer is o gusceptiblc cancercharle^rized by expression or over-expression 

of EGFR and erbB-2. 

Claim^irf1[Currently Amended):      A compound of the formula: 
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HN Br 

and salts or solvates thereof. 

Claim'^^(Previoijsly Ecesented); A pharmaceutical formulation, comprising: the 

compound of claim ^or a pharmaceutically acceptable salt or solvate thereof together 

with one or more pharmaceutically acceptable carriers, diluents, or excipients. 

r 
Claim l\(Currently Amended): A method of treating a susceptible cancer m a 

human or animal subject mammal, comprising administering to said subject an effective 

amount of a compound as claimed in claim ^K, wherein said cancer is breast cancer. 

gastric cancer or head and neck cancer. 

|0. 9 

Claim -i^ (Currently Amended):      A method as claimed in claim 4€J:8r wherein the 

susceptible cancer is a susceptible breast cancer, 

j Claims 17-18 (Cancelled) 

Claim H (Currently Amended): A method as claimed in claim 4^ wherein the 

susceptible cancer is a susceptible stomoch gastric cancer. 

Jciaim 20 (Cancelled) 

Claim (Currently Amended): A method as claimed in claim 4^ wherein the 

susceptible cancer is a suoceptible head and neck cancer. 
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. Clolm22(riirr''ntlY-A^~-'^ AnTrcthod as Claimed In claim 4015. wherGio^thc 

susceptiWe^cancer is a suooGptibIc cancer characterized by expression^op>vef^pression 

ofEGFft. 

Claim 23 (CurreritlyAmended)l^\Arnetliod.asr^imed in daim 4€15. wherein the 

1^'   susceptible cancer is q jusccptiblc coy*€^cterized by expression or over-expressiori 

oferbB-2. 

Claim 24 CurrjrrtlyAmended):              A method as claimed in ciaiTB4^1|, wherein 

the susceptible cancer is o susceptible caneef characterized by expression or^Twer- 

rof^GFRanderbB^  ^ 

'3 
Claim ^ (Currently Amended):       A compound of the formula: 

0*^*0 

N*^^"^" CI 

and salts or solvates thereof. 

Claim i^(Prevlously P^ented): A pharmaceutical formulation, comprising: the 

compound of claim^S or a pharmaceutlcally acceptable salt or solvate thereof together 

with one or more pharmaceutically acceptable carriers, diluents, or exclplents. 
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Claim (Currently Amended): A method of treating a susceptible cancer In a 

human or animal subject mammal, comprising administering to said subject an effective 

amount of a compound as claimed in claim wherein said cancer is breast cancer. 

gastric cancer or head and neck cancer. 

Claim ^^(Currentlv Amended): A method as claimed in claim wherem the 

susceptible cancer Is a susceptible breast cancer. 

f^ims 29-30 (Cancelled) 

a /s 

Claim\l .(Currently Amended): A method as claimed in claim i^. wherem the 

susceptible cancer is o susceptible stomach gastric cancer. 

} Claim 32 (Cancelled) 

/5 

Claim 5^ (Currently Amended): A method as claimed in claim ^, wherein the 

susceptible cancer is Q susceptible head and neck cancer. 

y. A-method-as-claimed-^n-ctein^-^TT-vvberdn-th^ 

susceptible cancer is a suoecptiblo cancer characterized by expression or over-ecpfcSsion 

ofEGFR. 

Oaim 35 (Currently Amended): "^-^s^method as cl^im^a in claim 27, wherein the 

susceptible cancer is o susceptible canocrcfet»€t|rfeed by expression or over-expression 

of erbB-2. 

Claim 36 (Currentl^Atftended): A method as claimed in claim 27r>h€i:|in the 

susceptibJft-einMr is o susceptible cancer characterized by expression or over-express!^ 

nfF^TFR nnri prhB-?.  
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